Battery cable to fuse box
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forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Which cable to run from Leisure Battery to fuse box in rear cupboard? T6 Pro. I am
looking to put my fuse box in the rear cupboard and need to know which size cable to use? Will
a fused 6mm cable be enough? T6 Legend. Depends what will be attached to the cable at the
fuse box end. Last edited: 27 Jul VIP Member. T6 Guru. I think I ran 10mm that should handle
about 70amp. This might help you Cable Stuff. Same here, 10mm fused. Thats my route. I ran
16mm from passenger side seat to driver side seat, fed one fusebox there fridge, planar, 12v
socket , then 6mm on to the rear fusebox lights. I did this mainly to keep the fridge and heater
runs very short. Thank you for the responses and guidance. I have a 6mm fused cable, but I will
get a larger cable if necessary. It will be to run to a 12 way fuse box which will supply power for
8 led lights, 12v plug, 2 usb sockets, fridge, TV and possibly water pump. Total up your
maximum expected power draw, add a bit for safety and then go up to the next size cable! FYI
6mm cable is rated to 48 amps so will typically have a usefull maximum fused rating of 30 amps.
Don't forget about voltage drop. Well remembered by those below. Last edited: 29 Jul MikeMc88
said:. Chris Joyce said:. T6Jay said:. When I figured out my fairly normal current requirements, I
found I had to massively oversize the cables to keep volt drop down. For instance, Fridge,
Heater, lights, water pump combined will use around 12A. To keep volt drop under 0. Size the
cable for the volt drop 2. Size the fuse for the load 3. Check the cable is big enough for the fuse
it most likely will be I hope I don't sound like I'm picking at your method, just trying to help! Not
at all, my reply was a little too generic. My point was that you need to know why your hooking
up to the fuse box to really determine your cable size. Out of interest what size fuse did you use
for the 16mm cable? I will probably just get another 6mm cable and power the fridge to separate
fuse box as suggested. I have a 6mm cable and a 10mm cable both fused at 30 amps. Would it
be best to use the 10mm fused for the higher load stuff like the fridge etc and use the 6mm
cable for lower powered stuff such as the lights, tv etc. I have 3 fuse boxes I can use. A 12 way
fuse box and Two 6 way fuse boxes. My plan was to use the 10mm fused cable with 6 way fuse
box to power to fridge which would be around half a metre of wiring to location. And use the
6mm fused cable with 6 way fuse box to power lights, tv etc which would be around 1. Would
that be a good way to set it up? That's how I would do it, but given the 10mm cable is only
powering the fridge, and it is already fused, why use another fuse box before the fridge? Hi
Pete, thanks for the quick reply. It will just be powering the fridge for now but was planning on
adding a heater in the near future. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses
cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you
register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn
moreâ€¦. Log in or Sign up. Ford Raptor Forums. Help Support Ford Raptor Forum by donating:.
Nov 16, at PM 1. Okay, I got some corrosion on my positive battery cable, so I went ahead and
ordered a whole new battery harness from Tasca to replace everything. I thought the new
harness would include the cable that sits on top of the positive cable and runs to the fuse box
and the alternator. However, the battery harness does not include that cable. Does anybody
have a part number for this cable? I cannot find it on Tasca or anywhere else. I attached some
pictures of the the red cable that runs from the positive terminal to the fuse box, while also
splitting off to the alternator. Any insight would be much appreciated! Sent from my iPhone
using Tapatalk. Nov 16, at PM 2. Last edited: Nov 17, Nov 16, at PM 3. Your going to have to call
Tasca. The part numbers are very general. But in the picture you'll see the one cable as B I'm
assuming you bought the whole A, yes? Last edited: Nov 16, Nov 16, at PM 4. Nov 17, at PM 5.
BenBB , Gary E and xtela like this. Nov 18, at PM 6. Thanks for the detailed explanation. It really
helps. Nov 18, at PM 7. BenBB , castine and dataustin like this. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Today, the car would not start. There is a cable running from the Positive Battery
Terminal to somewhere behind the fuse box. This is the cable that is corroded and
disconnected. I'm wondering if anyone know what this cable is called, or at least what type of
cable I can buy to splice with it. Thank you! In the Toyota parts catalog, the cable that you are
referring to is simply called the "positive battery cable". You can fabricate your own cable but
the Toyota part is still available and I would recommend using it. If you want mobile service to
replace this cable, the relevant service to request is battery cable replacement. You can let the
mechanic know what your desire is: aftermarket cable; field fabricated repair, or Toyota OEM. If
you have further questions or concerns, do not hesitate to re-contact YourMechanic because
we want you to make the most of your repair dollars and help you to get the best possible

results. Q: what cable is connected to positive battery terminal from fuse box on toyota camry
asked by Adam K. My car has miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Kevin Gainer
Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and
should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home
Questions. What others are asking Getting fumes and smell while idling and driving Hello there,
many common faults will cause your Audi A4 to have fumes and a smell when idling. In some
cases Read more. Ticking noise Hello. A ticking sound from the engine can be caused by a few
different things. Two of the most common causes, as you already figured, are from faulty
injectors or an issue with the valve train. If the clicking is Leak around the crankshaft seals
Hello. This is a simple yet involved fix. The crankshaft seal is located behind the crank and
timing belt cover. In order to complete this repair, it is necessary to remove the timing belt and
timing belt cover, in order Truck runs great until I get around 2, rims, then it starts missing and
cutting out until I get below rpms Hi there. The fuel filter could be plugged up causing the
demand for fuel flow to drop making the engine starve for fuel when running at a higher speed.
Check the fuel pressure on the fuel rain and run the Noise from front driver's side Hi. Bad wheel
bearings usually make a rotational growling noise that coincides with vehicle speed. Wheel
bearing noises can be pinpointed by turning the wheel and listening to the bearing area with a
stethoscope. Brakes can also make a rotational Thanks for contacting us tonight. What's the
purpose of thermostat in a car? Hi There, The thermostat regulates the flow of the coolant in
your car's engine and controls when the coolant flows in and out of the motor from the radiator
by opening and closing at specific temperatures. When your thermostat is There are not too
many things that can bend it. I have seen a few get damaged by a Radiator or hose leak is
leaking, the air filter box is not screwed on right, and there may be a wiring problem. Hi there.
For the radiator, the rubber hose may be cracked or loose. Check the hose for any cracks and if
the clamp is tight and it leaks, then the clamp may be worn. Replace the clamp for a better
Related articles. But as contradictory as Maybe you just live in a very rural area and have to
drive for 30 or 45 minutes to get to the grocery store. Whatever the case, your We recommend a
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